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ADULT & COMMUNITY LIVING


ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR/FUNCTIONAL SKILLS


Renke, Laurie.  *I Like Birthdays…It’s the parties I’m not sure about!*. Las Vegas, Nevada: Sensory Resources, 2005.


**MEDIA (Behavior)**


**COMMUNICATIONS DISORDERS**

Biklen, Couglas and Donald Cardind.  *Contested Words, Contested Science*. Unraveling


**MEDIA (Communications)**


**INCLUSION**


Schaffner, C. Beth and Barbara Buswell. *Opening Doors: Strategies for Including All Students in Regular Education.* Colorado Springs, CO: PEAK Parent Center, 1991. 2 copies


Vandercook, Terri. *Inclusive Education for Learners with Disabilities: Print & Media Resources.* Minneapolis, MN: Institute on Community Integration/ University of Minnesota, 1995. 2 copies


York, Jennifer, et.al. Strategies for Full Inclusion. Minneapolis, MN: Institute on Community Integration/ University of Minnesota, 1989. 3 copies

**MEDIA (Inclusion)**


Habib, Dan. Including Samuel. [DVD] DH Photography LLC.


Safan, Linda. Bittersweet Waltz-A mother’s inspiring documentary of her son’s first “Full Inclusion”. [Video] NDSS.


The Two Faces of Inclusion: The Concept and the Practice. [Video] Indiana University Educational Services, 1993.

**LEGAL RIGHTS**


**SOCIALIZATION**


Media (Socialization)

I am a Beautiful Person—Sexuality and Me—a video for Parents of Teens with Disabilities. [Video] Pacer Center, Inc. 1996.

DISABILITIES

ANGELSYNDROME

Evans, Alice and Hyman, Julie. Angelman Syndrome From A to Z. Angelman Syndrome Foundation


Media

Angelman Syndrome: Love in any Language. [Video].
**ATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDERS**

Adkins, Lynne and Janis Cady. *Help! This Kid’s Driving Me Crazy!* Austin, TX Pro-Ed 1986


**MEDIA (for Attention Deficit Disorder)**


Goldstein, Sam. Why Won’t my Child Pay Attention?—A video guide for parents of hyperactive and inattentive children. [Video] Neurology Learning and Behavior Center, 1989. 2 copies

Help! This Kid’s Driving Me Crazy!. The Young Child with Attention Deficit. [Video] Pro-Ed,


**AUTISM**


Harris, Sandra L. Ph.D., Weiss, Mary Jane, Ph.D. *Right from the Start, Behavioral Intervention for Young Children with Autism*. Woodbine House, 1998.


Stup, Sarah. Do-si-Do with Autism. Frederick, MD.


Webster, Avril. Off We Go to the Dentist. Bethesda, MD: Woodbine House, 2011. 2 copies

Webster, Avril. Off We Go to the Grocery Store. Bethesda, MD: Woodbine House, 2011. 2 copies

Webster, Avril. Off We Go for a Haircut. Bethesda, MD: Woodbine House, 2011. 2 copies


**MEDIA (Autism)**

*Activating Communication Therapy: Autism.* [Video] Center for Speech and Language Disorders.


*Language Intervention with Hyperlexic Children.* [Video] Center for Speech and Language Disorders.


BRAIN DISORDERS


BRAIN INJURY


CEREBRAL PALSY

PHYSICAL/MULTIPLE DISABILITIES


**DISABILITIES (Reference Books)**


**DOWN SYNDROME**


Berkus, Clara Widess. *Charlsie’s Chuckle*, Rockville, MD; Woodbine House, 1992


Shriver, Maria. *What’s Wrong with Timmy*. Warner Books/ Little, Brown


**Media (Down Syndrome)**


**DYSLEXIA**


**MEDIA (for Dyslexia)**

**DYSPRAXIA/APRAXIA**


**FACIAL DIFFERENCE**


**FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME**


**FRAGILE X SYNDROME**


**LEARNING DISABILITIES**


**MEDIA (Learning Disabilities)**


**Intellectual Disability (formerly MENTAL RETARDATION)**


**PRADER-WILLI SYNDROME**


**SENSORY INTEGRATION DYSFUNCTION**


Media

SERIOUS EMOTIONAL DISTURBANCE


Media

How to Recognize and Respond to Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder in School Age Children. [Video] The OC Foundation.

Due to a roof leak and the destruction of the book shelves that held many of our books, the following materials highlighted in yellow are presently missing.

SPINA BIFIDA


Bennett, Carol J. Giant Steps for Steven. Chicago, ILL: Spina Bifida Association of America, 1980.


**Media (Spina Bifida)**


**TOURETTE SYNDROME**


**Media (Tourette Syndrome)**


**WILLIAMS SYNDROME**


**Media (Williams Syndrome)**

Williams Syndrome: A Highly Musical Species. [Video].

**FAMILIES**


Behr, Shirley. *Positive Contributions of Persons with Disabilities to Their Families*. Lawrence, KS: Beach Center on Families with Disabilities, University of Kansas, 1990. (2 copies)


Webster, Avril. *Off We Go to the Dentist*. Bethesda, MD: Woodbine House, 2011. 2 copies Shelled in Autism

Webster, Avril. *Off We Go to the Grocery Store*. Bethesda, MD: Woodbine House, 2011. 2 copies Shelled in Autism
Webster, Avril. **Off We Go for a Haircut.** Bethesda, MD: Woodbine House, 2011.
2 copies Shelved in Autism


**Media (Families)**

Fialka, Janice. **From Puddles to Pride-A mother’s poems about her son, his disability, and her family’s transformation.** [CD with PowerPoint] 2005.

**Due to a roof leak and the destruction of the book shelves that held many of our books, the following materials highlighted in yellow are presently missing.**

**HEALTH CONDITIONS**

**AIDS**


**ASTHMA**


**CANCER**

Nessim, Susan and Katz, Ernest, Ph.D. **Cancervive Teacher’s Guide for Kids with Cancer.** 1995
**CELIAC DISEASE**


**EPILEPSY**


Oliver RN, Jaunita Karons. *Teaching Students About Epilepsy*. Portland, OR: Good Samaritan Hospital, 1983.


*Seizure Man: First Aid for Seizures*. Winston-Salem, N.C.: Comprehensive Epilepsy Program, The Bowman Gray School of Medicine of Wake Forest University. (2 copies)
Media (Epilepsy)


GROWTH DISORDERS


Carney, Brent. Short Stuff! USA: Emory University (Genentech, Inc.), 1991.


HEAD INJURY


JUVENILE RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS


MENTAL HEALTH


MITOCHONDRIAL DISEASE

**MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY**


**TRANSITION**


Media (Transition)

Goin Mobile-Portraits of Young Adults with Disabilities in Transition [Video] University of Kansas. 2 copies

EDUCATION


Bringing It All Back Home Project. Home Talk: a Family Assessment of Children who are Deafblind. Monmouth, OR: DB-Link.

Case Future Agenda for Special Education: Creating a Unified Education System. 

Castagnera, Elizabeth, et.al. Deciding What to Teach and How to Teach It PEAK Parent Center, Colorado Springs, CO 1998.


Early, Theresa. What You Need to Know About Your Child with and Emotional Disability and the Individualized Education Plan (IEP). Lawrence, KS: The University of Kansas, 1989. (2 copies)


Ellis, Cynthia and Ann P. Turnbull. Formal and Informal Parent Involvement Programs in Education. Lawrence, KS: Beach Center on Families and Disability, 1992.


Media (Education)


The IEP: A Tool for Realizing Possibilities. [Video] PEAK Parent Center, 1998. 2 copies, one in English and one in Spanish


RECREATION


Powerful Partnerships The College of Education, University of Minnesota 1995

Robb, Gary M., et.al. Special Education…Naturally. Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 1983.


Media

Greetings from Camp Fairlee!. [Video] 2006.

VISUAL IMPAIRMENT

Bickford, Thomas Care and Feeding of the Long White Cane. National Federation of the Blind 1993

Corn, Anne L. You Seem Like a Regular Kid to me! American Foundation for the Blind, New York, NY 1988.

A Different Way of Seeing. American Foundation for the Blind


The Encounter National Federation of the Blind, Baltimore, MD


Future Reflections National Federation of the Blind 1993


If Blindness Comes. National Federation of the Blind 1994


Nousanen, Diane and Robinson, Lee W. Take Charge! National Association for Parents of the Visually Impaired, Inc., 1990. (2 copies)

Oh! Say Can You See.. American Action Fund for Blind Children and Adults 1992

Scott, Elieen R., et.al. Can’t Your Child See? Pro-Ed, Austin, TX 1995


TECHNOLOGY


Helping People to Achieve Their Potential Prentke Romich Company 1996

Levin, Jackie, M.A. and Enselein, Kathy, B.S. Fun for Everyone Ablenet 1990


Play is a Child’s World National Lekotek Center, Evanston, IL

Technology for Independence, Participation, Inclusion, Achievement, Fun Ablenet
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